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1 Purpose and aims

Russian is accounted to be a configurational Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) language for transi-
tives, but one with considerably free word order both within and among constituents, since
it has a highly inflectional case system that uses a small set of case categories1 to encode a
range of meanings and relations. Case is realized on almost all members of the extended noun
phrases – the head noun, the adjectival modifiers and determiners (possessive and demonstrative
pronouns2). A variety of other functional elements are inflected for case, such as numerals, Wh-
words, pronouns, etc.[1]. Theoretically, the case should be one of the most important features
in the Russian language processing tasks, specifically, in syntactic parsing.

The overall objective of this project is to quantify the influence of case features on Russian
syntactic parsing. That could be accomplished by changing or hiding di↵erent case features
within the state-of-the-art Universal Dependencies (UD) project. Hypothetically, the parsing
accuracy and other metrics will decrease significantly, and the e↵ect of each case feature will
vary.

It was testified that word order freedom leads more case marking[4]. Comparing to English,
Russian is extremely morphological-rich and tend to have a greater number of word forms and
higher out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rates, due to the many feature combinations licensed by the
inflectional system. Relatively, for a certain group of Russian nouns (masculine inanimate,
neuters, and some feminines), which has ambiguous forms for nominative and accusative, by
investigating how the parser fail to distinguish the subject and direct object, a further analysis
could be performed – whether these languages, which display more word variation, require more
training data for a phenomenon to be parsed successfully[3].

2 Survey of the field

Dependency-based syntactic parsing has become progressively favored since it is more appropri-
ate for languages with flexible word order and where most of the clues to syntactic structure are
found in lexical and morphological features, rather than in syntactic categories and word order
configurations[5].

Features are additional pieces of information about the word, including its part of speech
and morphosyntactic properties. The UD project provides an inventory of 17 features as an
universal category for all involved languages to distinguish additional lexical and grammatical
properties of words, not covered by the part-of-speech (POS) tags. Since the philosophy of UD
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There are six major cases in Russian: Nominative, Accusative, Dative, Genitive, Instrumental,

and Locative.
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An exception is the 3rd person possessives (ego (’his’), ee (’her’), ix (’their’)), which do not

inflect for case or gender.
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allows language-specific extensions when necessary, users can extend the set of universal features
and add language-specific features when necessary.

Collins[2] conducted the statistic parsing for Czech, which also is a highly inflected language
with free word order, with a model of lexicalized grammar that each non-terminal has an associ-
ated head-word and POS tagger. Nivre[5] studied the influence of di↵erent features for Russian
using a data-driven dependency parser, precisely, a parser with di↵erent combinations of five
feature types, where the baseline model contains only POS and DEP features, while more com-
plex models add MOR, LEM, and LEX features in di↵erent combinations. Futrell[4] quantified
the word order freedom with 34 languages in dependency corpora to demonstrate a correlation
between word order freedom of subjects and objects and the presence of nominative-accusative
case marking. To my knowledge, there exists no prior work on measuring the result of a case
feature particularly.

SynTagRus, which adopted a dependency-based annotation scheme, in a way parallel to the
Prague Dependency Treebank, seems so far to be the only corpus of Russian supplied with
comprehensive morphological annotation and syntactic annotation in the form of a complete
dependency tree provided for every sentence[5]. Moreover, the Russian treebank has di↵erent
annotation scenarios from other Slavic language treebanks and has no standard distribution
channels up till now[6].

As a part of the UD project, the first version of Russian UD treebank3 has released in May
of 2015. There are two versions of Russian corpora. The statistics of the greater one is based on
the SynTagRus, and the conversion rules were based on manually analyzed examples, whereas
the conversion itself was made automatically. Zeman [7] provided the Interset4 which started as
a tool for conversion between morphosyntactic tag-sets of multiple languages in the UD. It was
later employed as the morphological layer in HamleDT [8] – a project that brings treebanks of
many languages under a common annotation scheme.

The latest UD is implemented a revised subset of the Interset feature inventory, and a revised
version of the CoNLL-X format (called CoNLL-U)5, in which the features should be a part of a
word’s annotation. If the information of features for a certain word has been changed or hidden
in the format, the dependencies of the word to the whole sentence will be consequently modified,
thereby determine the parsing performance.

3 Project description

This proposed project will be divided into three parts: the research phase, the experimental
phase and the paper-writing phase.

3.1

The research phase includes:

• Basic structure of UD, specifically, the CoNLL-X format.

• Structure of the online query SETS treebank search6 and PML Tree Query7.

• Relative papers covering the implementation of parser model and its structures for universal
dependency treebank.

3
http://universaldependencies.org/#ru syntagrus

4
http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/interset

5
http://universaldependencies.org/format.html

6
http://www.utu.fi/dep search/

7
http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/pmltq/#/home
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3.2

The experimental phase will be done as follow:

• Collect two data sets with di↵erent size in the UD corpus for Russian, for analyzing the
e↵ect on performance of parsing when varying the amount of data.

• Perform the training using the corresponding files. The first step is to extract all the
transitions from the training data, and then implement the parser with hidden parameters
of case feature.

• Use the evaluation metric for analysis. If time permits, the parsing would be implemented
with di↵erent languages from di↵erent branches. To be expected that the performance
gap will be big between Russian as well as other Slavic languages and other more isolated
languages (without or with a few inflectional case) such as Chinese or English.

3.3

The paper writing will base on the evaluation of di↵erent results.

4 Significance

Through this project, the intuition that the case feature should be one of the most valuable
factors in the performance of Russian parsing would be demonstrated.
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